AN ASTROLOGY CONSULTATION WITH DENISE GRAMS:

Hello, thank you for your inquiry regarding an Astrological consultation.
A full consultation consists of interpretation of your Natal, Progressed, Solar and Transit charts (I will explain how
each chart reflects your life experience).
What I need from you is your birth date, birth time and birth place.
If you have specific questions it is very helpful if you let me know ahead of time so that I can be prepared to
address them.
The areas that are discussed in a consultation are:
• Your nature: your overall purpose in this life. Your gifts, talents and basic needs and the best way to achieve a
sense of inner peace and contentment within yourself.
• Career, occupation, social identity: achieving success and recognition in these areas in order for you to
experience fulfillment. I include information about what could be the best fit for you.
• Health: your vitality, sensitivities and vulnerabilities that relate to your health and wellbeing. What to watch out
for in order to maintain good health.
• Relationships: are complex because people are complex. I focus on your attraction to primary relationships and
to friendships.
• The year ahead: What are the opportunities and challenges?
A full consultation is $225.00 Canadian. You can expect the consultation to take approx 1 1/2hrs.
Updating your Astrology
If you have already had a reading from me and are looking for an update, then you are looking at about 45 min to 1
hour and it will consist of specific questions and a look into your year ahead. Because the planets are always
transiting in their orbits and around your chart, an update will inform you of new houses and signs that planets
have moved into over time and how you will be affected over the next few months. Some planets can have
completed or begun a cycle while others can be creating either helpful, tension filled or neutral energy into
different areas of your life. Also there will be new planetary positions to consider in your Progressed chart and a
new Solar (birthday) chart to consider. So, as you can see an updated reading can give you quite a bit of
information as you move forward into the next few months.
An update is $140.00.
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One or Two Questions only?
It is common also for a person to have only one or two questions they are concerned about rather than a full or
updated reading. In that case, my fee is based on the time it takes to research and then consult with you. Plan for
30 to 40 minutes. Charges will be no less than $45.00 and no more than $75.00.
Children
For children under 7 years old. My fee is $140.00. The consultation can be up to one hour.
On-Line Consultation
If it is not convenient for you to travel to my location in North Vancouver I also offer my services by telephone or
Skype.
If we are doing a distance consultation then I ask that you send me an e-transfer or PayPal prior to our
appointment. I can be flexible on this but would need to have a conversation with you prior to the appointment.
Consultation is recorded for your review later
For all consultation, I record your consultation and send you an audio file for your future reference. People tell me
that the recording is valuable to them as there is so much information and it is impossible to take in everything at
one sitting.
Specific Questions: If you have specific questions it is helpful to send them to me prior to your consultation.
Thank you again for your request.
For more information please visit my website at denisegrams.com or email at denise@denisegrams.com or phone
my landline 778.340.6129.
Sincerely,
Denise Grams, Astrologer
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